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The Past
“Portrait of Jean Miélot” by Jean Le Tavernier is in the Public Domain
“Hand” by Golan Levin is CC-BY 2.0 Modified by Quill West, CC-BY 4.0
OER Basics

https://open.bccampus.ca/frequently-asked-questions/ 
https://open.bccampus.ca/frequently-asked-questions/ 
https://library.pdx.edu/diy/ 
http://faq.openoregon.org/ 
http://faq.openoregon.org/ 
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Question Dump
“МАЗ-503B” by Karwik is CC-BY-NC-ND 2.0
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The Present
"Content" by Nick Youngson is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0
Answer the question! 
Let’s take a tour!
"Tandem bicycle" by State Library Victoria Collection is licensed under CC BY 2.0
http://faq.openoregon.org/ 




Back end 
"A human skeleton, seen from the back, resting the bones of i" by Isaac Basire, Robert James, Wellcome 
Images is licensed under CC BY 4.0
The Future
“robot planet moon space forward” by kellepics is CC0 1.0.
Review Process
“Graphic conversation” by Marc Waltheau is CC BY-NC 2.0.
Sharing & Outreach
“sharing” by Book Lin is CC BY 2.0.
Lessons Learned
“it is important...” by Jessica Ottewell is CC BY 2.0.
Confusion can lead to greater clarity
“Panda confused questions shrug” by Clkr-Free-Vector-Images is CC0 1.0.
Differing definitions: Accessible
“Open access logo” by PLOS is CC0 1.0. “pictograms” by NPS is in the public domain.
Structural confusion: Carve vs. build
“Sand sculpture” by eltpics is CC BY-NC.
Collaboration Secrets from Improv
“hummingbird” by Rodney Campbell is CC BY 2.0.
Pandas!
“The Sleeping Panda” by Will Sowards is CC BY 2.0.
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